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“People do not notice whether it is summer or winter
when is happy”. (Anton Cechov)
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PROGRAMMATION BY TIMER
WINDSCREEN DEFROSTER BAR is fully programmable by
the user.
Thanks to an intuitive integrated digital clock, in fact, you
can easily set up to 9 different times of the device on and
off for each day of the week.
The clock can be set to follow the Western time settings
(12 - 24h) or Anglo-Saxon ones (12h).
Even if the device is programmable, it is still possible at any
time to activate the defrosting operation also manually via
a dedicated button.
AUTOMATIC ACTIVATION
WINDSCREEN DEFROSTER BAR is an automatic means.
Studied to remedy the winter inconvenience of having to defrost the frozen windscreen, making use of uncomfortable
scrapers or harmful sprays on the market, the device automatically activates at the time set by the user!
It will defrost the driver’s side of the glass, making it perfectly
clear from the ice, and it will maintain that until the arrival of
the user who, at the time to use your car, could leave at once
without unnecessarily waiting

EASY INSTALLATION
WINDSCREEN DEFROSTER BAR is an easy and quick
to install device: once you have connected the 12V / 10A
lighter provided in the kit, you just have to apply the defroster bar on the the driver’s side sun visor, using the
convenient clamping spring, and you have done!

UNIVERSAL DEVICE
WINDSCREEN DEFROSTER is a universal device!
It is usable on any civilian vehicle of any age, make and
model, of any means of transport, commercial vehicle,
agricultural vehicle, etc., because its operation compatibility is practically unlimited!
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The system

WINDSCREEN DEFROSTER provides a reliable, simple to install
and UNIVERSAL solution to remedy to the winter issue of the
frozen windscreen.
The defrosting process is much faster and more effective than
the vehicle serial defrosting system’s one!
The small size and simple spring-applied on the sun visor panel
of the product allow a high standard integration in a small space.
Forget scraping ice and sprays to defrost the windscreen!
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WARNING!
The unit must be connected to a 12V / 10A socket (in
the kit is provided a dedicated lighter socket)

windscreen defroster

Installation and use


warning!
The unit must be connected to a 12V / 10A socket

The device consists of a perforated bar able to issue hot air
which melts the frost layer, product during the winter on the
windscreen.
WINDSCREEN DEFROSTER works by PROGRAMMABLE IGNITION!
Thanks to a small and intuitive digital clock, in fact, you can program the start time and the device will start on / off for every
day of the week you set.
After finishing the defrosting process, the device will keep the
windscreen perfectly defrosted until the user arrives into the
car, so he could leave immediately without the inconvenience of
waiting for defrosting.
You can enter up to 9 different times on and off for each day.
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The kit

The product is sold by Paser in a comfortable and convenient kit
to always carry with you on:
1 Central unit (windscreen defroster) which includes:
• 1 digital timer for programming
• 1 fixing spring sun visor
• 1 connection cable for the lighter
1 power lighter 12V / 10A
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Technical Specifications







>> UNIVERSAL DEVICE

Connection lighter socket
(12V / 10A socket provided in the kit)
Power supply: 12V Fixed (+30)
Absorption in sleep mode: 0A
Absorption in working mode: 6-7 A
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Paser products

Paser corporate culture is characterized by a strong focus on innovation and flexibility, with a particular and constant focus on
the Customer.
The Paser products are universal and compatible with each type
of vehicle.
Paser entire production cycle is developed in Italy.
Paser products are known for ease of use, excellent quality and
exquisite design.
Paser is certified UNI EN ISO 9001: 2008, ensuring total quality
in all business processes.
From design to production, to after-sales services such as highly
qualified technical assistance.
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Paser products





Project

Design

Specific, versatile and multifunctional
solutions for the protection and
safety of your vehicle

Realization of devices with cutting-edge design and suitable for
all types of automotive configuration.





Installation

Development

Easy installation, ensuring system
efficiency, ease of use and total
safety for the end user

Nearly all connections are Plug &
Play, simple and intuitive, in order
to reduce costs and installation
time
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Why choose a Paser product?

Paser boasts an experience of over 20 years in the electronics
applied to the most different sectors.
Paser products integrate the functionality and most common
characteristics in the world of accessories for civilian vehicles
with the specificities of each time detected in varied contexts.
Paser products constitute a whole of integration between the
various security contexts, protection and traceability and thus
allow you to install and use a very advanced system technology
and covering in their entirety the expressed needs of an accessory of our vehicle, but offering a simple use really for everyone!
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Why choose a Paser product?

The Paser products are projected, manufactured
and produced by PASER srl, since 20 years a
leader in the electronics, applied to the most
varied sectors.
PASER srl also offers the service of study and
implementation of systems for any use and
application!

Design

Comfort

Easy to use
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Contact

Paser is always at your disposal!




Strada per Poirino, 29 -14019Villanova D’Asti (AT) - Italy



+39 (0)141 947694

+39 (0)141 946000



paser@paser.it

http://automotive.paser.it
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